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    With the increasing improvement of the living standards of people，the 
process of lodging becoming commercial and marketable becomes faster and 
faster. And the people’s demands for the environment of living are increasing 
improving, they want living conditions to be higher-level and more 
convenient. In digital today, if we have a set of intelligent residence village 
system, then the hope of intelligent management to the residential district will 
become reality, so as to not only the residents can benefit from it, but also the 
center of property arrangement can administer more effectively.  
The intelligent control system for residence village in this paper is based 
on Ethernet network. This system uses the existing high-speed wide band or 
integrated system of premises distribution to carry all kinds of control signals, 
and these signals can automatic control alert, reading water meter and 
ammeter, household electrical appliances or etc. The basic idea of this design 
lies in that we can control the carrying process of signals and data through 
Ethernet, simultaneously; we can make sure these signals and data are secure, 
real-time and reliable in IP network. 
The realization on the intelligent residence village system based on 
Ethernet in the papers mainly consists of three parts: 
    First, design of subsystem control programs in lower computer. 
Intelligent residence village system in the papers consists several subsystems. 
They are controlled by 51 series singlechip, programmed in C language. The 















reading, control operation and so on. 
Second, the hardware parts of control gateway. The parts can integrate 
several subsystems, including alarming system, automatic meters reading 
system, electrical appliance control system and so on, into Ethernet. The parts 
can switch the protocol between RS232 BUS interface and IP. , and turn the 
physical signals of RS232 lower lever to Manchester code signals which 
transmit on IP network. These signals pass through Ethernet of the intelligent 
mini-area to the Data Management Center, where are returned to original data, 
and then achieve the transparent transmission of the system signals. 
Third, the control platform of the upper computer. The platform designed 
in this paper provides an operating system for the managers in Property 
Arrangement Center, making them control the whole system. The language 
used in it is Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. The entire software system includes 
three parts: User’s Information System, Alarming System and Meters Reading 
System. The operating system gives managers in Property Arrangement 
Center convenience to manage the information of residents in this intelligent 
community. 
With the popularization of the computer and Internet, the intelligent 
residence village based on Ethernet, the one developed in future, will have 
bright market foreground. 
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总线接口转换成网络可识别的 IP 协议。 
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